
ESSAY ORGANIZATION CUCKOOS NEST

Although the narrative may have been cuckoo, your essay should not; be organized! You must reference the book in
order to prove your points. While direct.

Nurse Ratched is a former army nurse who works in the ward, she has manipulates the men in many ways. He
is a northwest Indian, who is disturbed with hallucinations about machines taking over the world he knows.
She used control over her patients to ensure order, without regard to the feelings and concerns of the patients.
A discussion of the setting, theme, and character situations of the story will help one understand how those
feelings fall into line with most every person on the streets today You should strive to learn new things and
live a satisfying life so you have no regrets in life. These cases prove that the greatest power is not held in
speech or silence alone, but in the effective combination of the two Perhaps the most obvious complaint
against society is the treatment of the individual. He perceives one type to be the bossy domineering woman,
and the other type to be submissive whores. This mentality of freedom is best seen in Chief Bromden's
character. This is also where the film had its first deviation from the source material: In the film, rather than
being controlled by an evil machine, Nurse Ratched is shown as the ultimate authority-wielding bureaucrat.
By choosing Bromden as narrator instead of the central character of Randle Patrick McMurphy, Kesey gives
us narration that is objective, that is to say from the outside of the central character, and also narration that is
subjective and understandably unreliable This is the environment the patients at an Oregon psychiatric hospital
in Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest experienced before the arrival of a new patient. Stepping out
of line, going against the grain, swimming upstream whatever your metaphor, there is a steep price to pay for
that kind of behavior Strong men are seen by women as abusive and dominating, while strong women are seen
by men as castrating and emasculating. Kesey did not seem to believe that this was, in fact, the case. He is not
a very reliable narrator due to his schizophrenia, so some of the events are distorted Many young people
turned to radical politics, wore hippy clothes, used drugs and had extremely liberal sexual attitudes There are
examples of physical, authoritative and mechanical power in the novel, as well as cases of self-control, and
control over others. On one hand, he undoubtedly saved the patients from losing their souls, so to speak, to
Nurse Ratched and her ward McMurphy is a transfer to the ward and loosens up the atmosphere. The author
talks a lot about what goes on in this institute. He was admitted to the hospital after serving in the Second
World War. What defines humans as crazy. You dont have to say your name when talking with our writers or
support representatives. Many young citizens turned against the life styles of their parents and decided things
needed to change. The only hint of her humanity is the fact that she posseses very large breasts, which she
keeps tucked away under her neat-as-a-pin white uniform As I first started to read the book I thought it would
be just another story about lunatics in a Mental Institution with no help for cure. They feel that you should
take advantage of every opportunity that comes your way and that there are so many good things in the world.
Nurse Ratched masks her feminine qualities while the other women emphasize their sexual availability.
However, their inferiority was further cemented when slaves eventually conformed to their white owners. That
foolish lenience on the part of your parents may have been the germ that grew into your present illness. Ken
Kesey, a big believer in individuality and the freedom to be oneself, brought new meaning to the world of
psychiatry that changed treatments forever. Randle McMurphy's arrival influenced the lives of almost every
person, whether patient or employee. The element of control is a central, arguably the largest, and the most
important theme in the novel. Perhaps the most obvious complaint against society is the treatment of the
individual. And, curiously, a decade where the Swedes decided driving on the right side was the better idea
after all. It is basically a book of good versus evil, the good being the con man R.


